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ABSTRACT
Social media, especially Twitter, has always been a part of the professional lives of software developers, with prior work reporting on a diversity of usage scenarios, including sharing information, staying current, and promoting one’s work. However, previous studies of Twitter use by software developers typically lack information about activities of the study subjects (and their outcomes) on other platforms. To enable such future research, in this paper we propose a computational approach to cross-link users across Twitter and GitHub, revealing (at least) 70,427 users active on both. As a preliminary analysis of this dataset, we report on a case study of 786 tweets by open-source developers about GitHub work, combining automatic characterization of tweet authors in terms of their relationship to the GitHub items linked in their tweets with qualitative analysis of the tweet contents. We find that different developer roles tend to have different tweeting behaviors, with repository owners being perhaps the most distinctive group compared to other project contributors and followers. We also note a sizeable group of people who follow others on GitHub and tweet about these people’s work, but do not otherwise contribute to those open-source projects. Our results and public dataset open up multiple future research directions.
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1 INTRODUCTION
General social media platforms like Twitter, Facebook, and LinkedIn are impacting the professional lives of many software developers, facilitating communication and coordination, learning and knowledge sharing, or recruiting and hiring [3, 4, 16, 17], just name a few.

Among these platforms, Twitter is especially popular with software developers [4] and actively studied by software engineering researchers (Sec. 2). Prior work has been exploring, e.g., how developers use Twitter and what they talk about [15, 18], and has been theorizing about Twitter’s effects on individual developers or software development practices and outcomes.

Still missing, however, are studies testing, refining, extending, and validating such theory, especially when it comes to cross-platform effects such as the impact of Twitter activity on software project outcomes. Despite a widespread recognition that activities on open source platforms like GitHub are only a part of the overall software development ecosystem [15, 22] and that open source developers are often active on multiple platforms simultaneously [16, 20], there is a paucity of research studying the same populations of developers across platforms.

To enable and encourage such future research, in this paper we propose a computational approach (Sec. 3) to cross-link users on Twitter and GitHub, the dominant platform for hosting open-source development, revealing (at least) 70,427 users with accounts on both. Using this dataset, we then report on a case study of 786 tweets by open-source developers about GitHub work (Sec. 4). Specifically, we analyze tweets containing links to GitHub repositories, combining automatic characterization of tweet authors in terms of their relationship to the GitHub items linked in their tweets with qualitative analysis of the tweet contents.

We find (Sec. 5) that different developer roles tend to have different tweeting patterns when including GitHub links in their tweets. For example, repository owners seem to engage less in work discussions or answering others’ questions, but do share information and updates, and promote their GitHub projects. Interestingly, people who follow others on GitHub also tweet about these people’s work, but do not otherwise contribute to those open-source projects. We discuss implications of these results in Sec. 6.

2 RELATED WORK
Social Media and Software Engineering. The emergence of social media has generated considerable attention from software engineering researchers, who studied its broad impact on software development practices. As early as 2010, a survey by Black et al. [4] found that almost all respondents use social media to communicate with their colleagues. Further studies have shown that different social media are used for different purposes and have various impacts, from improving the quality of communication, to staying aware of the status of other developers [3, 5, 17].

The use of micro-blog services like Twitter in software development has also drawn some attention from researchers. Early empirical results show that developers differ from the general public in terms of their use of URLs, @-mentions, and other features while tweeting [7, 19]; and those characteristics vary across software communities [7]. Sharma et al. [12] found that information sharing and online conversation are the two major categories of tweets by developers [12, 18]. Yasir et al. [24] found that software-related topics like discussions on features, and community-related topics like informing about an upcoming event, are the two major tweet topics among Python core contributors. Singer et al. [15] found that Twitter can help build communities and help individual
developers maintain professional relationships and build trust. However, studies linking activity on one platform to outcomes on another are rare. Yang et al. [23] found that the average number of followers of micro-bloggers in a project and the project developers’ access to network structural holes are positively related to the number of project commits and downloads. Borges and Valente [6] found that popular open-source projects are more likely to use Twitter as a promotion channel, and hypothesized that such promotion may increase project adoption and popularity. None of these studies considered possible connections between software project role and social media posting patterns, which we address in this work.

Merging Identities. Our work also relates to the literature on linking multiple accounts associated with a single person, a known problem in the mining software repositories community [1, 2, 9, 13, 14]. Prior work used a diversity of approaches, ranging from heuristics based on names, emails, and other features [14, 21], to machine learning [1] and information retrieval [9]. The approach we propose here draws inspiration from all of these.

3 CROSS-LINKING GITHUB AND TWITTER

This section presents our heuristic approach to cross-link GitHub and Twitter user accounts, based on mining GitHub user profile pages and personal blogs for explicit URLs pointing to Twitter.

Heuristics. Typically, identity merging (aka. de-aliasing) approaches for user accounts in software repositories are based on heuristics and involve a precision-recall trade-off. For example, linking two accounts if they share the same email address tends to be a highly precise heuristic (valid email addresses are typically individual), but with relatively low recall (many people have multiple email addresses and they would not be linked this way). Matching people based on names is expected to have lower precision (common names are shared by many different people), but relatively higher recall (more accounts would get merged).

Facing the same precision-recall trade-off, we developed two heuristics expected to have relatively high precision: (1) mining explicit links to Twitter accounts from GitHub user profile pages; (2) crawling personal websites linked from GitHub user profile pages and mining links to Twitter accounts therein. The closest prior approach to ours is that of Silvestri et al. [14]. The two are complementary and could be combined to increase coverage: we crawl personal websites listed on GitHub profiles, while Silvestri et al. don’t; in contrast, Silvestri et al. use heuristics based on full names to identify additional links, while we don’t. The goal of this short paper is not to be exhaustive, nor to systematically compare many different heuristics, though we believe these to be worthwhile directions for future work. Rather, we aim to provide a large initial dataset to catalyze research in this promising area.

Implementation. Using a GHTorrent [8] MySQL dump, we compile a list of all GitHub user logins (excluding organizational and deleted accounts), then use the GitHub API to mine, for each user, their profile page blog URL field (which is not part of MySQL GHTorrent dump).

If the target of the URL is a Twitter profile, then we assume the linked Twitter account and the GitHub account belong to the same person and we record this account pair. If the URL points to a non-Twitter page, we crawl the content of that website for URLs pointing to Twitter; if the page only contains one such URL pointing to a Twitter profile, we assume the linked Twitter account and the GitHub account belong to the same person and we record this pair; otherwise, we don’t record any link.

This way we identify 72,668 GitHub-Twitter user account pairs.

Validation. We take several steps to filter out obvious false positives, and to estimate and increase the validity of our data.

First, we filter out those pairs where multiple GitHub accounts are linked to the same Twitter account, leaving 70,427 pairs total. Our manual inspection of a sample of such pairs reveals two common scenarios: (i) people linking to organizational or business Twitter accounts (e.g., multiple developers working for the same company) that are not explicitly recorded as such on Twitter; (ii) people linking to celebrity accounts.

Second, we randomly select 50 GitHub-Twitter pairs and manually review them, relying on profiles images and public profile information on both platforms to determine the validity of the link. Among the 50 pairs, three of them have either their Twitter or GitHub accounts currently inaccessible and could not be verified. Of the 47 remaining pairs, 40 of them are identified as valid (85% accuracy). Of the remaining seven, six users (13%) link to an organizational Twitter account that is not explicitly recorded as such on Twitter, and the other one (2%) links to a Twitter account which likely belongs to another individual and has been incorrectly linked. We conclude that the overall accuracy of our approach is high.

Dataset. Our final dataset, consisting of 70,427 GitHub-Twitter user ID pairs, is available online [5].

4 CASE STUDY: HOW GITHUB DEVELOPERS TALK ABOUT THEIR WORK ON TWITTER

As a preliminary analysis of our dataset, we perform an exploratory case study of the content of a sample of tweets by GitHub users in our dataset, that contain links to GitHub artifacts. As a key contribution compared to prior work, we use the cross-links between the two platforms to automatically characterize the relationship of the tweet authors to the GitHub artifacts their tweets point to, and use this information as part of our analysis.

We purposefully focus on tweets containing links to GitHub since these are more likely to be work-related as opposed to social and, therefore, among the most relevant content on which to study the impact of Twitter activity on software development outcomes.

Sample Selection. To create our case study sample, we first collected all the tweets returned by the Twitter API for each of the 70,427 users in our dataset (max 3,200 most recent per person), and kept the recent ones, posted between January 1, 2018 and July 1, 2019. Among these tweets, we then identified those with URLs containing the substring /git hub.com/, for a total of 131,217 tweets. For each GitHub URL (repositories, issues, pull requests, comments, etc), we recorded the repository the URL points to. After we filtered out tweets containing two or more distinct GitHub URLs, to simplify the subsequent qualitative analysis, 129,843 tweets remained.

Using GHTorrent, the GitHub API, and the GitHub-Twitter user account map we created earlier, we then characterized the relationship of the tweet author to the GitHub repository referenced
in each tweet. Suspecting different tweeting behavior by different types of stakeholders, we distinguished between the following five mutually-exclusive groups, sorted roughly by the level of authority and involvement with the project (if a user is part of multiple groups, we assign them to the topmost one):

- **Owner** (36,480 tweets, or 28 %): The tweet author owns the repo. Note that by construction (see §3), our sample contains only repositories owned by individual user accounts, not organizations; our results should only be interpreted within this context.
- **Collaborator** (14,512; 11 %): The tweet author has write access to the repo, i.e., closed others’ issues or pull requests.
- **Contributor** (20,316; 16 %): The tweet author contributed to the repo pull requests, commits, or issues.
- **Follower** (7,697; 6 %): The tweet author follows on GitHub any of the repo owner, collaborators, or contributors.
- **Other** (50,838; 39 %): None of the above.

Finally, we randomly sampled 200 tweets from each of the five strata for our qualitative analysis (details next). A random sample of 1,000 tweets is representative of the population of 129,843 tweets we started from at 95 % confidence with +/-3 % margin of error; within each stratum, 200 random tweets are representative of the toplevel group at 95 % confidence with +/-7 % margin of error.

Figure 1: Distribution of emerging themes across the strata.

### Qualitative Analysis

Two researchers qualitatively coded the content of the tweets, using the contextual information in the tweet conversations (responses, etc) whenever available, to explore the motivation and purpose of the tweets.

The two researchers proceeded iteratively. First, each independently coded a random sample of the same 50 tweets, then compared results. Multiple rounds of discussion followed to resolve disagreements, after which a unified and fully agreed upon coding scheme was developed and applied to those 50 tweets. Finally, one researcher coded all the remaining tweets using this coding scheme. We only assigned one code per tweet. During coding, we discovered multiple tweets not written in English and we removed these from further analysis, leaving a total of 786 valid tweets.

### 5 RESULTS

While we did not perform a formal statistical analysis, our results seem to suggest that GitHub project role and Twitter posting patterns are related. We discuss how this can inform future research.

#### Emerging Themes

The following six major themes emerged from our qualitative analysis.

- **Question** (20 tweets, or 3 %). These tweets ask about technical details of a repository, or about an open issue. Most tweets in this category link to a GitHub issue.
- **Answer** (94 tweets, or 12 %). These tweets respond to questions by other Twitter users. They may explain technical details of the linked repository, or point others to resources on GitHub. Most tweets here link to a repository homepage, a file, or an issue.
- **Call for Action** (32 tweets, or 4 %). The authors of these tweets actively seek or request actions from others. This includes collective actions like starring a repository, helping to solve an issue, or requesting someone to merge a pull request. Most of those tweets link to either an issue or a repository homepage.
- **Repository Advertisement** (366 tweets, or 47 %). Tweets advertising or advocating for the use of the linked repository. Most such tweets link to a repository homepage.
- **Work Discussion** (129 tweets, or 16 %). Tweets which are part of a discussion on Twitter, but are not a suggestion to use a certain repository. This usually includes discussing the solution of a technical problem, or how to implement certain features. Most of those tweets link to issues, repository homepages, or files.
- **Information Sharing** (145 tweets, or 18 %). Tweets which inform the public or specific individuals about the existence of a repository, a file, an issue discussion, or other work-related news, but with no explicit intention to advocate for the use. Tweets in this category are mostly not part of a Twitter conversation. Most link to a repository, release page, or a specific commit or pull request.

Our qualitative coding results align well with prior analyses of different samples of tweets [12, 18], except that our sample does not include topics on job openings and personal life, which seem generally less likely for GitHub links.

#### Relationship to GitHub Repository

Figure 1 shows how the different emerging themes vary across the five strata. While we leave more formal statistical analysis for future work, we make some informal observations here, interpreting the figure.

First, when Twitter users tweet about their own repositories, in most cases they intend to advertise (66 %) or inform others about related information (14 %). Tweeting about the repositories they own rarely happens during work discussion (9 %) or answering others’ questions (8 %), and almost never appears as a question to ask (~1 %), or a call for action (2 %).

The patterns for tweets with links to a repository the author contributes to, has write access to, or follows people in, are similar. They are mostly advertisements for a repository or intended to share related information. Comparing to the previous group of tweets from repository owners, the tweets in this group seem to appear more frequently as work discussion and answers to questions, but less frequently as advertisement or information sharing.

Within these 3 tweeting pattern categories, tweeting for repositories which the author has write access to seem more likely to appear as an answer to a question, or in a work-related discussion, but less likely appear as a repository advertisement. Contributors appear to answer others’ questions less than collaborators, but they do more advertisement and information sharing. Contributors and followers have similar tweeting patterns, with contributors appearing to link to GitHub pages more during work discussion, but less as answers to others’ questions.
People who tweet a GitHub link and have no identifiable relationship to the linked repository use their tweets mostly as advertisement for the repository (59 %) or to share work-related information (21 %). They seem to rarely tweet a link in work discussions (10 %), when answering questions (7 %), or when calling for actions (1 %).

Our results are partially aligned with Yasir et al. [24], who found that Python core contributors mostly tweet about software-related (corresponding to Work Discussion, Question, and Answer) and community-related topics (Sharing Information); the main difference between our results and theirs is the bulk of tweets on repository advertisement, which may be explained by the fact that Python is a well-known language which needs less advertisement.

6 DISCUSSION

Implications. We found that among the tweets whose authors have an identifiable relationship to the repository (i.e., non-Other), most are posted by the repository owner and only a few are posted by followers. This suggests that people engaged in the development of the repository post most of the tweets linking back to GitHub. On the other hand, around 40 % of all tweets with a GitHub link are authored by people with no identifiable relationship to the linked repository. We hypothesize that people knew about those repositories from other places, and posted about them on Twitter to further inform others. This suggests that there are channels where people can learn about repositories without engaging in their development or actively following their developers.

Repository owners do not seem to engage a lot in work discussion or answering others’ questions. Instead, they mostly share work-related information and updates, and advertise their work. Collaborators seem to participate more in work discussion (e.g., whether to add new features) and answer others’ questions (e.g., how to use this repository for a particular job); those user-developer interactions are important to improve the project usability and user satisfaction [10, 11], and we expect they may help attract more adopters and contributors. Contributors to a repository seem less likely to answer others’ questions on Twitter, but do more advertisement than collaborators. It might be that most of the advertisements are about the commits or pull requests the contributors made. Contributors also seem to provide less developer-user interaction compared to collaborators, but they may help expand the influence of the project by making more people aware of it.

Interestingly, people who follow others on GitHub tweet a lot about these people’s work as advertising or information sharing. However, we do not have timestamped data about GitHub followers, thus we do not know whether the GitHub follow event happens before the tweet or after. It might be that people find the repository first and then start to follow developers therein.

While our case study deepens our understanding of how different types of open-source developers tweet about GitHub work, we have barely begun to understand how developers’ Twitter activity and social standing may impact the success of their open-source projects. To this end, our dataset mapping 70,427 open-source developer GitHub and Twitter accounts, available online, can be the starting point for several future research directions. For example, one can begin analyzing the impact of Twitter use on outcomes relating to project sustainability, such as increased project popularity and attracting new contributors—both can now be studied quantitatively. Similarly, one can begin analyzing how open-source developers form and evolve over time (social) networks of collaborators, mentors, and peers, across the two platforms.

Limitations. A notable threat to the validity of our analysis is the accuracy of tweet author-repository relationship inference. For computational reasons, we don’t use timestamped data when calculating this relationship, so it is possible that a user becomes a contributor after they post the tweet. Data inconsistencies and missing entries may also exist in GHTorrent, potentially causing misidentified relationships. To estimate the severity of this threat, we manually examined tweets in the Contributor and Other categories, as we suspect they are most likely to be misidentified. We randomly sampled 40 tweets from each group and manually checked the contributor status and issue and pull request information in the linked repository webpage. Among the tweets in Contributor group, 31 tweets match our definition (78 %), but 4 of the 31 are the top 1 contributor of the repository (based on the number of commits). There are also 5 tweets that the contributor posts the link on the same day as their first contribution to the project, which mostly link to the contribution they made (e.g., the issue they sent); behaviors of those contributors will also be different from other contributors. Besides the 31 ’valid tweets’, there are 4 tweets posted before the user’s first contribution to the project; by definition they should be in the Other or Follower categories. The 5 tweets remaining are misidentified as Contributor tweets due to inconsistent GHTorrent data, a wrong Twitter-GitHub user profile link, and unavailable GitHub page (we cannot manually check validity). Among the 40 tweets in the Others group, we cannot verify 2 of them due to inaccessible data in GitHub or Twitter. Among the 38 tweets left, 23 tweets match our definition of Others (61 %), 6 of 38 (16 %) are misidentified due to incorrectly linked Twitter-GitHub account pairs; misclassification of the rest of the tweets is due to missing data in GHTorrent (21 %). Finally, we also acknowledge that our analysis was conducted based on recent tweets in the period January 1, 2018 to July 1, 2019, which doesn’t represent the complete historical tweeting behaviors.

7 CONCLUSION

Cross-linking data across online platforms where open source developers participate (in this paper GitHub and Twitter) is feasible and it can help provide deeper insights into how the activities of developers on one platform are moderated by the roles they play on the other. The social media activities of developers may also have direct impact on software development outcomes, including open-source project success. We provide a large dataset mapping 70,427 open-source developer GitHub and Twitter accounts, as basis for future (quantitative) empirical research in these directions.
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